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proteins
STRUCTURE O FUNCTION O BIOINFORMATICS

Conserved movement of TMS11 between
occluded conformations of LacY and XylE of
the major facilitator superfamily suggests a
similar hinge-like mechanism
Åke V€astermark, Adelle Driker, Jiaqi Li, and Milton H. Saier Jr*

Department of Molecular Biology, University of California at San Diego, La Jolla, California 92093-0116

ABSTRACT

The D-distance maps can detect local remodeling that is difficult to accurately determine using superimpositions. Trans-

membrane segments (TMSs) 11 in both LacY and XylE of the major facilitator superfamily uniquely contribute the greatest

amount of mobile surface area in the outward-occluded state and undergo analogous movements. The intracellular part of

TMS11 moves away from the C-terminal domain and into the substrate cavity during the conformational change from the

outward-occluded to the inward-occluded state. A difference was noted between LacY and XylE when they assumed the

inward open state after releasing a substrate to the inside in which TMS11 of LacY moved further into the substrate release

space, whereas in XylE, TMS11 slightly retracted into the C-terminal domain. Independent movement of the N-terminal half

of TMS11 suggests that it is flexible in the middle. Repeat-swapped homology modeling was used to discover that a loop

connecting TMSs 10 and 11 in LacY probably moves during the transition between the unavailable outward-open state and

the outward-occluded state. TMSs 11 and the other elements displaying a notable domain-independent movement colocalize

with the interdomain linker, suggesting that these elements could drive the alternating access movement between the

domain halves. Preliminary evidence indicates that analogous movements occur in other members of the major facilitator

superfamily.

Proteins 2015; 83:735–745.
VC 2015 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

The major facilitator superfamily (MFS) is the largest

family of secondary carriers, containing 83 families

within TC# 2.A.1 of the Transporter Classification Data-

base, TCDB (www.tcdb.org1) and an additional seven

families within the extended superfamily. Most MFS pro-

teins have a 6 1 6 a-helical transmembrane segment

(TMS) topology (but some have 6 1 2 1 6) where the

two halves are connected by an interdomain linker that

allows movement of the halves relative to each other dur-

ing the alternating access transport cycle. The term

“rocker switch” is specifically used to define a kinetic

behavior of secondary carriers whose transport rate is

temperature dependent, but the affinity is temperature

independent,2 and the term can also be used to describe

the alternating access mechanism.3

The transport cycle involves at least four major states:

outward open, outward and inward occluded, and

inward open. The interdomain linker of LacY contains

three cytoplasmic helical segments that colocalize in

space when the outward-open conformation is stabilized.

Only the outward-open states of LacY and XylE have not

been determined by X-ray crystallography. However, this

state has been determined for an MFS homolog, the

fucose porter, FucP.4 We attempt here to examine a

model relying on the available X-ray data, a repeat-

swapped homology model.5
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Many MFS proteins use a proton gradient, typically

created by primary active transporters, to allow intracel-

lular accumulation of solutes such as lactose and xylose.

The Escherichia coli lactose transporter, LacY, is one of

the most intensely studied secondary carriers, having had

the effects of point mutations on transport and counter-

flow investigated for each of its residues. The xylose

transporter, XylE, provides a model system of an MFS

belonging to the sugar porter family, which includes the

human glucose transporters, the GLUTs, although some

GLUTs have been structurally determined6, XylE was the

first MFS transporter to have crystal structures deter-

mined for both inward- and outward-facing occluded

states.7,8

D-distance or difference distance mapping offers

advantages over superimposition because it allows

detection of local differences that superimposition of

parts of homologous structures cannot reveal. We have

previously published a D-distance map comparing the

occluded states of XylE, showing that the majority of

the interdomain distance remodeling is localized to the

C-terminal bundle.9 Publication of the crystal struc-

ture of a sugar-bound state of LacY confirmed these

observations.10 Note, however, that this finding does

not contradict unfolding experiments,11 because they

measure other physical properties, not distance

remodeling.

In this article we use an established technique, D-

distance mapping, to compare structures in different

conformational states. The concept of calculating D-

distance maps is not new,12–14 but the recent avail-

ability of multiple conformational states for MFS

homologs, LacY and XylE, has created a new applica-

tion area. In fact, the most recent version of Chimera,

release 1.10,14 contains a new function called RR dis-

tance maps. While this function can be used to com-

pare two contact maps, it does not visualize whether

the distances increase or decrease; it only shows dis-

tance remodeling as a color scale of standard devia-

tions. D-distance mapping provides higher precision in

localizing conformational changes compared to the

superimposition-based methods. This approach reveals

the main differences between LacY and XylE as they

transition between their four main conformational

states.

Since crystal structures of LacY and XylE are not yet

available in the outward-open state, we used a repeat-

swapped homology model to estimate the missing

patterns and differences in internal distance remodeling

patterns exhibited in these two transporters were identi-

fied. To complement the results from the D-distance

mapping, a detailed description of the different confor-

mational states and the changes occurring between them

is provided. In particular, the movements of full-length

and segmental TMSs displaced by the alternating access

movement between domain halves were examined, and

correlated with the placement of these elements in rela-

tion to the interdomain linker.

While this study is primarily limited to making com-

parisons between LacY and XylE, the only two proteins

to have three determined conformational states, we

attempt to generalize to other MFS proteins by creating

homology models. This approach has identified con-

served movements, also involving TMS11 for the fucose

porter, FucP,4 and a member of the MFS peptide

transporting POT/PTR family, NRT1.15 This study is

the first of its kind, because it uses three recent devel-

opments: the repeat-swapped model of the outward-

open state of LacY,5 the recently published crystal

structure of the sugar-bound state of LacY,10 and the

use of D-distance mapping to compare conformational

states.9

METHODS

D-distance maps

We downloaded the LacY PDB files for the inward-

open conformation, with an affinity inactivator (2Y5Y),

and in the sugar-bound, outward-occluded state (4OAA).

The range of residues was restricted to the greatest com-

mon range, from 4 (LEU) to 403 (PRO). We selected

only “CA” (backbone a-carbon) atoms from the “A”

chains. There was a two-line discrepancy in line count

between the files, indicating missing atoms in 4OAA.

Residues 191–206 were missing in 4OAA, and Residues

189–202 were missing in 2Y5Y. We deleted segments so

that corresponding segments encompassing Residues

189–206 were missing in both files. As a result, both files

had 382 lines, running from Residues 4 to 403 but miss-

ing 18 residues (189–206).

The CA atoms of XylE chain A of 4JA3 (8–465) and of

4GBY (5–479, no atoms missing between 8 and 465)

were selected, yielding 426 and 475 lines, respectively.

4JA3 was missing 265–275, 304–309, 398–406, and 434–

439 (inclusive). In total, 32 residues were missing in

4JA3 (8–465). To compensate for the missing atoms in

4JA3, we removed all atoms from 4GBY that were not

present in 4JA3.

The data were analyzed using a Perl script that calcu-

lated all pairwise Euclidian distances in Angstroms,

rounding the numbers to two decimal places. The result-

ing matrices were loaded as a tab-delimited spreadsheet

in Microsoft Excel. The distance map of LacY (2Y5Y)

was subtracted from 4OAA, generating a D-distance map

for the comparison. Conditional formatting was applied,

using the blue–white–red color scale. The quadrants of

the plot representing the alternating access movements

between the N- and C-terminal halves were not consid-

ered when applying conditional formatting, making the

detection of small remodeling of helix distances within

each half possible.
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Repeat-swapped homology model of the
outward-open states

A theoretical model of the outward-open conforma-

tion of LacY has previously been created using the

repeat-swapping methodology.5 The model of the C-ter-

minal half of the sequence was based on the N-terminal

half of the inward-open structure and vice versa. In Mod-

eller 9.7, LacY in the inward-facing state was used as the

template. A sequence alignment from AlignMe16 was

used to guide the homology modeling. The model was

energy minimized using Charmm 3.4. The repeat-

swapped model of the outward-open state of LacY is

available in the Protein DataBank (PDB): PM0076824

(repeat-swapped model). Modeller was used to emulate

the above-mentioned experimental procedure and build

a theoretical model of the outward-open state of XylE

that was limited to the C-terminal 6 TMS bundle.

Use of RR distance maps to generalize to
other members of the MFS

We used AlignMe PST16 to align TMSs 1–6 and TMSs

7–12 of FucP. The resulting alignment was used to guide

Modeller to create a homology model of TMSs 7–12 (in

an inward open-like state) using TMSs 1–6 in the

outward-open state (3O7P) as the template. Thus, TMSs

7–12 in the outward-open state could be superimposed

on TMSs 7–12 in the inward open-like state (the model).

RR distance maps were used to detect differences

between the two structures and identified a cross-shaped

region located near TMSs 11, which coincides with ele-

vated standard deviation measurements.

With the outward-occluded state of XylE (4GC0) as

the template, a homology model of NRT1, also in the

outward-occluded state, was compared with the inward-

open state of NRT1 of the POT/PTR family (4CL5;

TCID 2.A.17.3.1) using the standard deviation measure-

ment function of RR distance maps in Chimera 1.10. A

region corresponding to a loop connecting TMSs 11 and

12 was found to display the greatest distance remodeling

in the C-terminal domain, approximately 10–15 standard

deviations of change.

Schematic illustration of the substrate
translocation pathway

We used the model clipping function in Chimera to

create images representing cross-sections of the protein

at different membrane-parallel planes. We used the com-

mand “mclip all offset 1” to move the clipping plane by

1 Å. The cross-sections were exported to the Inkscape

vector graphics drawing program where a vector path

was placed around the edge of the channel in each cross-

section. The images of the cross-sections were organized

in a regular way such that the paths were also spaced

regularly. The vector graphics file was parsed using a Perl

script that converted the paths to coordinates viewable in

molecular graphics programs. This PDB-like output

could subsequently be opened in Chimera. By providing

a reduced representation of the surface area, we were bet-

ter able to view the shape of the channel.

Error-scaling of difference distance matrices

Difference distance matrices, which contain the abso-

lute difference between Cartesian coordinate vectors of

atoms, were first introduced in 197417 and can be used

to reconstruct the geometry of a molecule except its

handedness. To be able to objectively compare protein

structures, we have employed the normalization pro-

posed in Thomas R. Schneider’s error-scaled difference

distance matrices.18 Noise can originate from coordinate

errors, suggesting that difference distance matrices need

to be normalized to their error levels. A heuristic

approach to find the standard uncertainties has been

developed in cases where the inversion of the full least-

squares matrix is not available. These formulas can be

used to take the B values (temperature factors) in PDB

files and put them on a common scale so that their

influence can be factored into difference distance matri-

ces. The following parameters can be obtained from PDB

files: (1) the number of fully occupied atomic sites, (2)

the number of reflections, (3) the completeness, (4) the

resolution, and (5) the Rfree. The positional error is rDPI
r

Bavg

� �
¼ 31=2 Ni=nobsð Þ1=2

C21=3Rf reedmin. For 2Y5Y,

Ni ¼ 382, nobs ¼ 35; 055, C ¼ 97:7 (completeness for

range, %), Rf ree ¼ 0:30 and dmin ¼ 3:38.

rDPI
r Bavg

� �
2Y5Y
¼ 0:040. For 4OAA, Ni ¼ 382,

nobs ¼ 20; 954, C ¼ 95:3 (completeness for range, %),

Rf ree ¼ 0:29 and dmin ¼ 3:50. rDPI
r Bavg

� �
4OAA

¼ 0:052.

For 4JA3, Ni ¼ 426, nobs ¼ 17; 321, C ¼ 82:3 (complete-

ness for range, %), Rf ree ¼ 0:31 and dmin ¼ 3:80.

rDPI
r Bavg

� �
4JA3
¼ 0:074. For 4GBY, Ni ¼ 426,

nobs ¼ 19; 517, C ¼ 98:4 (completeness for range, %),

Rf ree ¼ 0:27 and dmin ¼ 2:81. rDPI
r Bavg

� �
4GBY

¼ 0:042.

The estimated positional error is �rr;i ¼
rDPI

r Bavgð Þ
Bavg

Bi . For

2Y5Y, Bavg ¼ 157:24. For 4OAA, Bavg ¼ 157:54. For 4JA3,

Bavg ¼ 224:95. For 4GBY, Bavg ¼ 75:72. Note that, for

XylE, 4GBY has particularly high accuracy, whereas 4JA3

has poor accuracy [Fig. 1(c,d)]. The estimated standard

deviation of an element of the difference distance matrix,

r Dab
ij

� �
, can be estimated by calculating: r Dab

ij

� �

¼ ra
r;i

� �2

1 ra
r;j

� �2

1

�
rb

r;i

� �2

1 rb
r;j

� �2

�1=2
. The elements

of the error-scaled matrix can be obtained by calculating:

Eab
ij ¼ Dab

ij =r Dab
ij

� �
. Note that four separate B values go

into the normalization of each cell. While we noted a

marked global difference in the average B values,

Conserved Movement of TMS11 of LacY and XylE
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especially between inward-occluded XylE (4JA3) and

outward-occluded XylE (4GBY), this does not affect the

TMS11 region. Plotting the raw B-values for the four

files also revealed nothing that would suggest that the B-

values would be comparatively high in the TMS11

region.

RESULTS

D-distance mapping

We calculated D-distance maps comparing the distance

remodeling between outward- and inward-occluded

states in the N- and C-terminal domains of LacY and

Figure 1
The D-distance maps of the occluded states of LacY and XylE. (a) and (b): D-distance map (LacY), calculated by subtracting the distance map of

4OAA (outward-occluded state) from that of 2Y5Y (inward affinity inactivator-occluded state); 2Y5Y-4OAA (“inward–outward” convention). Blue
(positive difference) indicates that a distance between two backbone a-carbons (CA) increased as the protein transitioned to the inward occluded

state, while red indicates a negative difference, meaning that the distance decreased. The first panel (a) shows quadrant 2 of the plot of the full
structure and compares the distances in the N-terminal domain of LacY, and the second panel (b) shows quadrant 4, comparing distances within

LacY’s C-terminal domain. (c) and (d) D-distance map of 4JA3-4GBY (XylE in the inward-occluded and outward-occluded states, respectively),

comparing distances in the N-terminal (c) and C-terminal (d) domains. TMS10B and TMS11 are located between the arrows with associated resi-
due ranges presented in panels (b) and (d).

Å. V€astermark et al.
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XylE (Fig. 1; Tables I and II). This outward- to inward-

occluded state transition, as discussed later, represents

the largest conformational change that occurs between

any of the four known states of these transporters. We

also included D-distance maps comparing inward-

occluded and inward-open states of LacY and XylE (Sup-

porting Information) and analogous comparisons using

theoretical models of outward-open states (see “Repeat-

swapped homology modeling” section). These are treated

separately for two reasons: (1) they represent more lim-

ited conformational changes, and (2) they represent

usage of theoretical data and are more speculative.

Together, these maps cover all four known conforma-

tional states that these MFS transporters can assume.

To clarify, the measurements taken, and the differences

calculated between corresponding measurements, were

not transformed before the values were pasted into an

Excel spreadsheet, but normalization was carried out sep-

arately using ESCET 0.7. The color scale was normalized

based on the current value distribution. We have indi-

cated this fact by including a scale bar in Figure 1, trans-

lating values to Angstroms.

Repeat-swapped homology model of the
outward-open states

When we compared the theoretical models of the

outward-open states of both LacY and XylE with their X-

ray crystallography-determined outward-occluded coun-

terparts, we noted that the differences in RMSD values

(5.8 and 6.4 Å for LacY and XylE, respectively) were

larger than in the comparison between the inward-

occluded and the inward-open states of XylE (1.8 Å).

This suggests that the biological differences that exist

between the modeled outward-open state and the

outward-occluded state are partly masked by differences

that the methodology introduces.

By using D-distance maps, we compared the outward-

occluded state of LacY with the repeat-swapped model of

the outward-open state.5 A cross-shaped pattern in the

fourth quadrant of the plot represents internal move-

ment in the C-terminal 6 TMS bundle. The position of

this cross corresponds to a short loop connecting TMSs

10 and 11 (Supporting Information Fig. S1). The red

color of the cross indicates that this part of the structure

moves closer to the rest of the C-terminal domain when

shifting from the outward-open to the outward-occluded

state. We performed an analogous contact map compari-

son for the C-terminal domain of XylE but were unable

to determine corresponding characteristic patterns.

Pairwise comparison of states

“4OAA” (outward-occluded LacY)

Six TMSs contribute to the internal surface of the

upper layers of the substrate translocation pathway:

TMSs 1 and 7, TMSs 2 and 8, and TMSs 11 and 5.

Table I
Features of 2Y5Y and 4OAA (inward affinity inactivator-bound and outward-occluded states of LacY, respectively)

Name Residues in sequence Location in structure

N-terminal cross 1 Leu 70–Leu 72 Border between TMSs 2 and 3
N-terminal cross 2 Tyr 113–Gly 115 Mid-TMS4
Edge of N-terminal quadrant Leu 178–Lys 188 C-terminal half of TMS6
Edge of C-terminal quadrant Ala 207–Ser 209 Middle of interdomain linker; end of small helical segment

protruding from TMS7a

Big blue cross (C-terminal quadrant) Phe 341–Phe 356 N-terminal half of TMS11
Big red cross (C-terminal quadrant) Ala 361–Ile 376 C-terminal half of TMS11

The shift in the numbering between the location in the diagram (Fig. 1) and the actual residue number in the protein is due to missing residues between the

structures.
aThere are two additional helical units that are close together when the inward face of the transporter is closed.

Table II
Features of 4JA3 and 4GBY (inward- and outward-occluded states of XylE, respectively)

Name Residues in sequence Location in structure

N-terminal cross Ile 112–Thr 117 Long loop between TMSs 3 and 4a

Edge of N-terminal quadrant Thr 247–Gly 263 Corresponds to third interdomain helical segment
Big blue cross (C-terminal quadrant) Pro 389–Ala 413 C-terminal 1/3 of TMS10 (TMS10C), N-terminal 1/3 of TMS11 (TMS11N)b,c

Big red cross (C-terminal quadrant) Ser 423–Ser 433 C-terminal half of TMS11

aThis extended loop is not found in LacY.
bThe TMS10B region contains the E(X6)R motif located at 397–404, conserved across GLUTs 1–4.3 Arg 160–Glu 397 and Glu 153–Arg 404 form interdomain salt

bridges that are broken in the inward open state. A third bridge, formed between Glu 397 and Arg 341, is missing in the inward-occluded structure but present in the

outward-occluded and inward-open states. Trp 392 forms part of the cytoplasmic lid of the substrate cavity in the outward-occluded state.3

cIncorrectly identified as being restricted to TMS10B in Quistgaard et al. The differences identified by superimposition are the regions that could be identified from

averaged superimposition solutions and can differ from the more accurate localization of movement observed by using D-distance maps.

Conserved Movement of TMS11 of LacY and XylE
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TMSs 1 and 7 make up the sides of the elongated cavity,

whereas TMSs 8 and 5 and TMSs 2 and 11 connect the

sides.

At the altitude of �15 Å from the base of the mem-

brane (it is generally accepted that the fully dehydrated

part of the bilayer is 15–25 Å thick,19 although the full

thickness of the membrane is 70–80 Å, including the

head groups), the channel area from TMSs 2 and 8

shrinks, while the area from TMSs 4 and 10 emerges to

contribute substantially. TMSs 5 and 11 continue to

comprise significant surface area. Although TMSs 1 and

7 also contribute channel surface area, they will cease to

contribute 10–20 Å further down.

The floor of the cavity is mainly composed of TMSs

10 and 11, but also of TMSs 4 and 5, which are slightly

further up (Fig. 2).

“2Y5Y” (inward, affinity inactivator-occluded LacY)

Six TMSs contribute to the internal surface of the

lower cytoplasmic open end of the substrate transloca-

tion pathway: TMSs 10 and 4, TMSs 8 and 2, and TMSs

5 and 11. TMSs 10 and 4 make up the sides of the elon-

gated cavity, whereas TMSs 8 and 5 and TMSs 11 and 2

connect the sides.

Toward the inner opening of the substrate transloca-

tion pathway, the surfaces of TMSs 8 and 2 are on oppo-

site sides of the channel, as are those of TMSs 10 and 4

and TMSs 11 and 5. TMSs on the outskirts of the struc-

ture, such as TMSs 1, 6, and 7, do not seem to contrib-

ute much surface area to the channel. Toward the middle

of the membrane, TMSs 1 and 7 steadily become more

apparent and begin to converge with TMSs 2, 4, 8, and

10 as the opening gradually becomes more visible.

The TMS7 surface first emerges between TMSs 10 and

11, and the TMS1 surface emerges between TMSs 4 and

5, although TMSs 4, 5, and 11 are not found deep in the

cavity. TMSs 1 and 7 contribute the largest surface area

to the floor of the cavity, while TMSs 2 and 7 form nar-

row stripes on one side, and TMSs 8 and 10 do the same

on the other side.

Comparison of the LacY outward-occluded
(4OAA) and putative inward-occluded
(2Y5Y) states: the tilting movement of
TMS11

TMSs 1 and 7, the floor of the 2Y5Y transport path-

way, form the sides of the open end of 4OAA. Con-

versely, the floor of 4OAA, mainly TMSs 10 and 11, but

also TMSs 4 and 5, are the major contributors to the

occluded “channel” surface at the open end of 2Y5Y.

D-distance maps have determined movement of

TMS11 when switching from the outward-occluded to

the inward-occluded state, in which the N-terminal half

of TMS11 moves away from the other parts of the

C-terminal domain, and the C-terminal half of the

TMS11 approaches the rest of the C-terminal domain.

Differences between outward-occluded LacY
(4OAA) and outward-occluded XylE (4GBY)

Close to the extracellular sides, both structures appear

similar; the same six TMSs contribute surface area lining

of the “channel”: TMS2, TMS1, TMS5, TMS8, TMS7,

and TMS11, in clockwise order. However, LacY has a

better-defined cavity opening, whereas the cavity opening

in XylE is a shallow valley.

Progressing further down the XylE channel, it turns

toward the TMS2/TMS4 side and narrows until its sur-

face area is composed almost exclusively of TMSs 2 and

4. At an intermediate point before the digression, TMSs

5 and 8 cease to contribute to the channel that leads

toward the floor of the main cavity. In addition, TMSs 1

and 7 start to form a divider between two subsections of

the channel: the shallower TMS5/TMS8 pair and the

deeper TMS2/TMS4 pair subsections.

The channel space of XylE takes on a more compli-

cated shape, potentially containing a “bubble” at the bot-

tom that appears closed off from both ends, but the

molecular dynamics of the structure likely permit passage

of water. The TMSs contributing surface area to the bot-

tom of the “bubble” are equivalent to the floor TMSs of

LacY with the sole exception of TMS4.

Differences between inward inactivator-
bound (2Y5Y) LacY and inward-occluded
(4JA3) XylE

At the closed extracellular side, LacY and XylE both

contain surface area from the same TMSs: TMSs 1, 7, 8,

and 10. However, in XylE, there is surface area derived

from TMSs 5 and 11 as well.

When observing the XylE channel opening from the

cytoplasmic side, it is important to note that two entran-

ces, divided by a thin column, where TMSs 10 and 11

connect, merge into one slightly wider channel approxi-

mately 6 Å down. Here, only four TMSs contribute sur-

face area: TMSs 1, 4, 10, and 11. While both entrances

are open to the cytoplasmic side of the molecule, only

one is accessible from the hydrophobic wall of the mem-

brane. Two to 3 Å further down, the trough that opens

to the side closes, and the channel forms a narrower bot-

tleneck made of TMSs 1, 5, 10, and 11. It widens into a

chamber approximately in the middle of the molecule.

The floor at this level is mainly composed of TMS7, and

the walls derive from TMSs 1, 5, 7, 8, 10, and 11.

DISCUSSION

TMS11 undergoes an analogous movement in LacY

and XylE (Fig. 1, Tables I and II), in which the N-termi-

nal halves of the TMSs become more distant from the

Å. V€astermark et al.
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Figure 2
Topographical display of the substrate translocation pathways. The pathway (in the central display, at 0� rotation), contained within the gray, blue, and red

outlines, is oriented with the extracellular side at the top of the diagram and the cytoplasmic side at the bottom. It is also shown at 290�, 260�, and 230�

rotations: (a) outward-occluded LacY (4OAA); (b) inward affinity inactivator-occluded LacY (2Y5Y); (c) outward-occluded XylE (4GBY); (d) inward-
occluded XylE (4JA3). The red and blue traces indicates where TMS11 contributes surface area, in which red signifies that the distance to the C-terminal

domain has decreased and blue that it has increased (when transitioning from the outward-occluded to the inward-occluded state; same meaning of the
color scheme as in Fig. 1). TMS11 contributes the greatest amount of mobile surface area and displays the greatest individual movement in relation to its

domain half in both proteins. Each figure is made from 25 Å steps, starting from the bottom of each channel. The molecular graphics file used to create
this display is available on request.
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rest of the structure in the inward state while the C-ter-

minal halves of the TMSs move closer to the C-terminal

six TMS bundle in the same state. It similarly appears

that two other distantly related MFS permeases, FucP

and NRT1, exhibit similar TMS11-associated movements.

We examined the D-distance maps representing the

subsequent transitions between the inward-occluded and

the inward-open states of both LacY and XylE and dis-

covered an important difference. We had previously

reported9 that, in XylE, the N-terminal portion of

TMS11 “reverses” by moving back, closer toward the C-

terminal six TMS bundle (Supporting Information Fig.

S3). However, we found that, in LacY (comparing the

affinity activator-bound state with the inward-open

state), the N-terminal half of TMS11 in fact

“strengthens” the pattern observed when going from the

outward-occluded to the inward-occluded state. Thus, it

moves even further away from the C-terminal six TMS

bundle (Supporting Information Fig. S2). This subtle but

notable difference in movement does not mean that the

N-terminal half of TMS11 in LacY moves inward to close

the cytoplasmic opening. The N-terminal half of TMS11

of XylE only bends slightly toward the rest of the C-ter-

minal bundle, thus qualitatively constituting a reversal of

the movement when going between the two occluded

states without affecting the width of the substrate path-

way. Although this difference may be substrate specificity

related, it, nevertheless, shows that the middle of TMS11

must be flexible to physically squeeze the substrate trans-

location pathway.

A conceptual difference introduced by Solcan et al.20

is that while there could be a “hinge” that can bend in

the middle of TMSs 10 and 11, this movement could

also be “teeter-like”, containing a pivot. These concepts

are not mutually exclusive.

While D-distance maps are accurate in detecting which

part of a sequence moves, detecting the difference

between a “pivot point” and a hinge, where bending can

occur, is difficult because it necessitates accurate detec-

tion of how the angle has changed. In an earlier publica-

tion, it had been suggested that the entire TMS 10–11

hairpin opened the gate to the inside in the PepT trans-

porter of the POT family.21 Solcan et al. reported that

some bending/pivoting occurred in the middle of TMSs

10 and 11 at Gly407 and Trp427, respectively. Solcan

et al. tentatively extrapolated to other members of the

MFS (GlpT, FucP, EmrD, and LacY), showing that they

also contain a bending point in TMS10 localized to a

conserved glycyl residue. These authors investigate the

movement of the extracellular end of TMS11 (which

moves away from its domain half in Fig. 1), and the

authors report how it is packed closer to both TMS2 and

TMS7. Solcan et al. discuss the transition from the

occluded form to the inward-open form without making

a clear distinction as to how the transition between the

two occluded forms differ from the transition between

the inward-occluded and inward-open forms. In addi-

tion, Quistgaard et al.8,22 previously discussed the move-

ment of TMS10B, and while we had initially thought

that this was a mislocalization of the TMS11 movement,

based on an incorrect superimposition, reexamination of

the residue ranges highlighted in Figure 1 showed that

there is evidence of TMS10B movement in XylE. This

movement includes Pro389–Ser433 but is not observed

in LacY where the movement involves Phe341–Ile376.

This could indicate that the conserved glycyl residue

identified by Solcan et al. may not be an actual bending

point.

Careful examination of the structures also showed that

while XylE has a discontinuity in TMS10, LacY has this

type of discontinuity in TMS11. According to our view

that the TMS11-associated movement is caused by move-

ment of the interdomain linker, the movement of

TMS11B might consequently be seen as more “indirect.”

The conserved tryptophanyl residue in TMS11 has been

shown to be substitutable by phenylalanine without loss

of function. The question is whether or not TMS11

bends in the middle or is just a pivot point. Trypto-

phanyl residues are not as flexible as glycyl residues, and

we have demonstrated the coupled movement of the

extracellular end of TMS11, suggesting that it might be

more similar to a pivot than a hinge. We had previously

suggested that there is a subtle difference between LacY

and XylE in how they behave in the transition from the

inward-occluded state to the inward-open conformation

(see above). In Supporting Information Figures S2 and

S3, we can see evidence of bending, inasmuch as we

detect independent movement of the intracellular halves

of TMS11 (TMS11A) without coupled movement of

TMS11B.

We would like to comment on the use of the structure

2Y5Y as a representation of the “inward-occluded” con-

formation of LacY. This structure represents LacY bound

to a substrate-like affinity inactivator, not a substrate, in

the inward conformation, and this conformation is

indeed similar to the inward-open conformation of LacY

(2V8N), displaying a global RMSD of 1.6 Å between the

two structures. In contrast, the inward-occluded and

inward-open states of XylE display a global RMSD of 1.9

Å. Strictly speaking, we think that 2Y5Y is an approxima-

tion of the inward-occluded conformation but cannot be

considered the actual inward-occluded state because of

the presence of the inactivator. The subtle difference in

biological movement between LacY and XylE as it goes

from the inward-occluded (or inward affinity inactivator-

bound) state to the inward-open state is probably not

attributable to 2Y5Y not representing a genuine “inward-

occluded state.” Thus, 2Y5Y may not be identical to the

substrate-bound form, as noted earlier, but it may be

closer to that form than it is to the inward-open state.

It is a potential misconception of D-distance maps

that the values found are related to values obtained by

Å. V€astermark et al.
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superimposition. A superimposition of two structures will

generally produce a globally averaged best solution, but

the values in D-distance maps show individual distances

independent of the rest of the structure. For example, if we

superimpose the outward-occluded (4GBY) and inward-

occluded (4JA3) conformations of XylE, we obtain a dis-

tance measurement of 3.26 Å between the Ca atoms of

Ala409 in the two conformations. However, the corre-

sponding position in Figure 1(d) is white, indicating a dis-

tance difference of zero (0). While this may seem

contradictory, it is not, because all D-distance maps con-

tain a diagonal of self-comparison distances. While the val-

ues in a D-distance map represent movement in relation to

all other Ca atoms, the movement of a certain atom in

relation to itself is always, going to be zero. The distance of

3.26 Å found, using a superimposition-based approach,

does not represent and cannot be interpreted as a move-

ment because it only represents a displacement that has

resulted from the iterative process of finding the best

global superimposition average. This is precisely why the

use of D-distance maps should be strongly encouraged

over superimposition-based methodologies. It also pro-

vides a likely explanation for why Quistgaard et al.8,22

only identified movement associated with TMS10B and

not TMS11.

We have relied on theoretical models of the outward-

open states of LacY and XylE, created using repeat-

swapped homology modeling. Only subtle differences

exist between the outward-open and outward-occluded

states because the major conformation changes occur

between the two occluded states. However, we did note

that a loop connecting TMSs 10 and 11 in LacY (but not

in XylE) displayed a marked movement between the

outward-open and outward-occluded states.

These findings illustrate the value of D-distance maps

to facilitate interpretation of multistate transport struc-

tures. This becomes particularly evident when noting

that the movement of TMS10B, reported earlier,7,8 in

fact, also includes the N-terminal third of TMS11.

In the outward-occluded state of LacY, TMS11 lines

the entire cavity, and although it is in principle equiva-

lent to TMS5 in the first half of the protein, TMS11

uniquely contributes to both the side of the outward

opening and the floor of the cavity, sealing the cavity

from the cytoplasm. In the inward-occluded state, how-

ever, TMS11 only contributes to the surface at the cyto-

plasmic opening of the cavity and does not line the side

or floor of the cavity (Fig. 2). The N-terminal part of

TMS11 forms the floor in the outward-occluded state

but an edge of the cytoplasmic open side in the inward-

occluded state. The C-terminal part of TMS11 forms a

side of the extracellular opening in the outward-occluded

state (thus being tilted) but an outer scaffolding to the

closed end in the inward-occluded state. TMSs 2 and 7

do not contribute to the floor in the outward-occluded

state, but they may play a role in facilitating the tilting

Figure 3
Overview of colocalization of the interdomain linker with structural elements: (a) the inward-occluded state and (b) the outward-occluded state of
LacY. The interdomain linker, the loop between TMSs 2 and 3, the mid-TMS4 linker, and TMS11 are highlighted in purple, green, yellow, and

orange, respectively. All of these elements generate strong signals on the D-distance maps (Fig. 1; Tables I and II) and are colocalized with the inter-

domain linker. In general, the same pattern holds true for XylE, except that there is a long loop between TMSs 3 and 4, which is located on the
extracellular side of the protein that displays independent movement (Table II).

Conserved Movement of TMS11 of LacY and XylE
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mechanism of TMS11, whose N-terminal part is located

between these two TMSs, under the interdomain linker.

The tilting movement of TMS11 is related to the loca-

tion of TMS11 under helices belonging to the interdo-

main linker. The displacement of TMS11 could either be

an effect or a cause of the alternating access movement.

TMS11 contains a charge pair whose polarity can be

reversed without loss of activity and which is important

for membrane insertion of LacY.23 We have also noted

that other portions of the structures displaying individ-

ual movement in relation to their domain halves, includ-

ing the linker between TMSs 2 and 3 and the mid-

TMS4, were in close contact with the interdomain linker,

providing further evidence for this pattern (Fig. 3).

To generalize the conclusion that a significant TMS11-

associated movement is a common feature of MFS mem-

bers beyond LacY and XylE, we have illustrated using RR

distance maps (Supporting Information Fig. S4) that,

when the fucose porter, FucP, switches from the outward

to the inward state, a significant TMS11-associated dis-

tance remodeling occurs similar to that noted for LacY

and XylE.

A similar effect was observed within a member of the

POT/PTR peptide transporter family, where a compari-

son between the inward-open and outward-occluded

states of NRT1 revealed a significantly elevated standard

deviation measurement for a loop located between TMSs

11 and 12. These findings, revealed by examination of

recently published MFS structures, show that TMS11-

associated movement is not restricted to XylE and LacY.

Because these additional findings are based on a homol-

ogy modeling approach, any further generalizations

would be unreliable. However, these initial homology

modeling results give us increased confidence that the

model presented for either LacY or XylE may be extended

to the MFS in general.

There are four principal reasons to believe that the

identified movement of TMS11 is a genuine biological

effect and not an artifact (which could be the case when

comparing X-ray structures of relatively low resolution):

(1) the observed effect is on the order of magnitude of

4–6 Å, greater than the approximate resolution limit

used of 3 Å, (2) the pattern of TMS11-associated move-

ment is recurrent between multiple comparisons, (3) the

similar movement (although incorrectly characterized as

a movement limited to TMS10B) has been documented

before for XylE,8,22 FucP,20 and POT, and (4) these

observations are resilient to error-scaling18 (Supporting

Information Fig. S5). The PDB files for LacY and XylE

used to draw the principal conclusions of this study

were: 4GBY (2.81), 2Y5Y (3.38), 4OAA (3.50), 2V8N

(3.60), 4JA3 (3.80), and 4JA4 (4.20), in order of decreas-

ing accuracy, measured in Angstrom resolution, ranging

from 2.81 to 4.20 (Table III). However, to make fully

validated comparisons, the percentile ranks of Rfree,

clashscore, Ramachandran outliers, side-chain outliers,

and RSRZ outliers have to be considered. We, thus, con-

sider that the differences detected in the D-distance maps

represent true statistical differences and do not result

from inaccuracies in the modeling procedure. Our con-

clusions are adequately supported by the data, because,

with the exception of the repeat-swapped model, the dis-

tances we detected are greater than the low-resolution

noise, and the same patterns reemerge between multiple

comparisons.

CONCLUSIONS

By using superimposition-based approaches, the move-

ment of TMS11 in XylE had not been characterized cor-

rectly,7,8 because movement of the N-terminal half of

this TMS appeared to be restricted to the C-terminal

part of TMS10 (TMS10B), and a similar error in local-

ization was noted for the N-terminal part of TMS11 in

LacY. In this article, we have shown that more accurate

positioning can be achieved using D-distance mapping.

This established method12–14 could have wide applic-

ability as more conformational state data become avail-

able. The majority of the TMS segments, including

TMS11, which display intradomain movement, inde-

pendent of the two domains’ alternating access move-

ment, were found in close proximity to the interdomain

linker helices. This commonality is interpreted as either a

consequence of either the alternating access movement

or a driving force causing it.

TMS11 in both LacY and XylE undergoes a shared

and crucial movement during the shift between out-

ward- and inward-occluded states in which the N-ter-

minal (intracellular) halves of TMS11 move away from

the C-terminal (extracellular) six TMS bundles, while

the C-terminal halves of TMS11 approach them.

TMSs 11 in both porters form the floor of the channel

in the outward-occluded state and contribute more

mobile internal surface area than any of the other

TMSs, indicating that TMS11 plays a unique role in

opening the substrate translocation pathway to the cyto-

plasmic side.

Table III
Summary Data of Six Principal Structural Models of Conformational

States of LacY and XylE Used in This Study

PDB ID Protein Conformation Resolutiona

4OAA LacY Outward occluded 3.50
2Y5Y LacY Inward, affinity inactivator occluded 3.38
2V8N LacY Inward open 3.60
4GBY XylE Outward occluded 2.81
4JA3 XylE Inward occluded 3.80
4JA4 XylE Inward open 4.20

aThe magnitude of the TMS11 movement differs in panels (b) and (d) of Figure

1, measuring 4 Å for LacY and 6–8 Å for XylE. On average, resolution limits are

better for LacY, as they never reach the 4 Å threshold, but not for XylE in the

inward occluded state (resolution only 4.2 Å).
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